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ABSTRACT 

Organizational roles differ conceptually from personality traits 

but are very likely influenced by some of the same environmental and 

,ocial pressures. This study of 185 active middle managers was direct

ed at determining whether meaningful factors could be found which would 

affect both realms. 

The results showed that six of the seven factors extracted af

fected both realms . Only intelligence seems to appear in the person-

1lity area alone. The other factors were identified as over social

ization. expressive anxiety. conservative idealism. competitive naivete, 

extroversion, and confrontive suspicion. Authoritarianism and equal-

1tarian load in an opposite direction on the confrontive suspicion 

factor. The other roles were more complexly determined. 
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A great dea1 of confusion has developed around how to classify 

the leadership behaviors which have become a focal interest for the 

study of organizational behavior. Adorno, Frenkel-Brunswick and 

Sanford (1950) perceived authoritarianism as .a broad personality type. 

McGregor (1960) saw leadership behaviors as over manifestations of 

more bas 1c underlying as sump ti ons ("theories 11
) about work and workers. 

L1kert (1967) links the leadership behaviors to the organizational 

climate more than to the attributes of any single individual._ 

In the formulations of the Response to Power Measure Mode1 

(RPM), Sweney, (1970) suggest that the concept of "roles11much better 

describes the activities and beh~viors observed. Sweney and Elsass 

(1972) indicates that the instruments developed for measuring these 

roles seem to be tapping two basically different perspectives. the 
. 

role preference and the role pressure. The latter taps concepts of 

social obligation while the former seems more related to personal 

value systems and behaviors consonant wtth self image. It could be 

reasonably assumed that some of the same forces which shape person~ 

ality would influence the formation of role preferences. This study 

was •irected toward detennining the nature of those formative fact

ors which bridge both domains. 

•This material was developed under a research grant from the AtrrForce 
Office of Scientific Research, AFOSR 12001. 
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Methodology 

A group of 185 mi aai e nanagers of a ~i dwestern manufacturing con

cern were tes t ed in groups of 20 and 30 as oreoaration for a number 

of superv1 sorv seminars . This sample represen ted the compl ete s taff 

below the vice-president i al l evel wi th the exception of hourly first 

line supervisors. It included support departments as well as those 

directly engaged in the manufactur1 ~g process . The average age was 

forty-two while the median length of servi ce with the company was bet

ween fifteen and twenty years. 

The test battery required two and a half hours and incl uded in

struments to measure motivation. personality, and organ i zational role 

preference and pressure. Cattell"s 16PF (1957) and Sweney's Response 

to Power Measure (RPM) (1970) were used for this particular study . 

The RPM is purported t,o measure the three superordinate roles : Author

itarian. Equalitarian, and Permissive and three subordinate roles : 

Rabil, Objective Critic, and Ingratiator. 

The scales were intercorrelated with Pearson Product-Moment Co

efffcients and factored utilizing the princi ple component method . The 

Guttman criterion and Cattell's Skree-test both indicated seven fact

ors. These were then rotated utilizing Kaiser's Varfmax i n order to 

obtain independent factorial sources of variance . 

Results 

Six of the seven factors bridged both domains of variables and 

suggested meaningful dynamic relationships among personality factors 

ind organizational role preferences. 
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Factor one conforms closely to the anxiety second order factor 

so frequently found with 16PF data. This was augmented by the rebel 

and permissive scales from the RPt1. The factor was entitled Expres

sive Anxiety because it seems to capture the lack of certainty assoc

iated with the avant garde' organizational system which emphasizes 

grass roots expressions rather than top•level of control. Low nega

tive loadings for the equalitarian and critic scales indicates that 

some lack of objectivity is also associated with this factor. 

Factor two had its highest loadings on ingratiation and pennis

siveness. The associated loadings on the conventional side of Scale 

"M" and the conservative side of Scale "01" rounded out the picture 

of an individual who subordinates himself to the needs of others. 

The factor has been e,ntitled Over-Socialization~ Competitive Indi

vidualism suggestin~ that pressures to be socially acceptable plays 

an important part on both of the supportive roles. 

Factor three confoNIIS the second order factor Extroversion, so 

frequently reported on the 16PF research. It has surprisingly little 
. --

interaction with organizational roles with the exercise of a low neg

ative loading on permissiveness. This factor may provide some evi

dence that roles are fairly independent of personality traits gove~n

ing social interaction. 

The fourth factor emphasizes tne authoritaritti-equalitarian pol• 

arity, but picks up a moderate loading on the rebel role which matche~ 

the sign of the autnoritarian one. This factor has been entitled 

Confrontive Sus~i ciousness vs Objective Trust. Tne presence of such 

as dominance, suspiciousness, idealism, and impat ience suggest. a set 
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of supnorti-.,E' cnnd1 t i ons which l"lay i nfluence the cho1ce of leadershio 

and fo11owersn10 roles. 

rne fifth factor is the only one whi ch cid not ~ridge both doma ins 

and seemed to be primarily in tellective in na t ure 1-Jith a negative load-

1ng on conscientiousness. Since 11 G" · is usuall y positively associated 

with academic achievement. th is factor provides some paradoxes which 

may be explained by the sample compositi on. The most educated indi

vi dua ls in the sample were t he engineer s and they seemed to have the 

lowes t esteem for authority and the formal system. The fact t hat this 

factor does not actively influence the selection of organizati onal 

roles as measured by this instrument is puzzling. It is specul ated 

that after formalized training 1n the management areas. and it has 

been cognitively integrated. this too , would be influenti al in role 

preference . 

Factor six seems to set the s tage for the rebel vs critic distinc

t ion. The personality scales suggest that this should be identified 

as Conservative Idealism vs Radical Nihf11sm. Scale "M" on the 16PF - --
1s complex but one aspect seems to be the emphasis on cognitively pro

cessi ng as opposed to the emphasis on sensory inputs. It. therefore. 

1s associated with positive attitude control. The passive nature of 

t he rebel on this factor might be interpreted as abdication under the 

wei ght of inputs over which he fails to exercise sufficient objective 

prosess1ng. 

Factor seven hinges on the nature of' the "E" and "N" scales from 

the l6PF. High 11 E11 seems to have competitive connotations wh4le low 

"E" has cooperativeness but usually not submi ssiveness. The high "N" 
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is often identi fied with social insight while the lower end is con

sidered open nai vete. The factor is thus entitled Competi t i ve Naivete 

vs Insightful Cooperation. The permissive role loads the insightful 

end. 

Discussion 

The factor analys is indicated meaningful relationshi ps between 

the two variable domains. In itself, it did not support or refute 

the separateness of these two areas in a logical sense. It, did how

ever, indicate the empirical relationshi ps 1n this p,articu1ar sample. 

The factors identifi ed have broad implications and take on spec

tal meaning not always manifested by the second order factor analyses 

of the 16PF reported elsewhere. The close polarity between the auth

oritarian and the equal i tarian roles is more dramatic in thi s sample 

than is shown i n past research. 

Summary and Conclusions 

One hundred and ei ghy-fi ve middle managers answered the Cattell 's 

16PF and Sweney ' s RPM as a prel iminary introduction to management sem

inars. The results were correlated, seven pr i nci pl e COfl'!Ponents were 

extracterl and t ~en rotated with Varimax in order to re tain r el atively 

independent fac tor s . Six of the seven fac tors bridged the two domains 

and provided meani ngful under lying soci al values which seem to be af

fect ing both personality an~ organ,zational role oreferences. 

The permissive role preference seems to be one of the most com

plex being influenced by factors identiliea as anxiety. introyers ion , 

over social i zation and cooperative insight. ihe authoritari an and 

equali tarian role preferences are i nfluenced in ooposite directions 
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oy co~fronti~e ~usoiciousness. The rebel role seems to stem from an

xiety . under socia1ization , confrontive susn1ciousness and radical 

disillusionMen t. The critic role in t his samole is or1mari11 deter~ 

mi ned by conservative att i tude control . The ingratiator seems to be 

almost solely t he product of over sccialization. 
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* Only factor loadings above .25 are reported 
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